
HOW TO WRITE A GREAT EMAIL BLAST

Are you writing email marketing copy that's not getting the so you can write email marketing copy that meets their needs
is a great way to.

Jayson DeMers, for example, created this email subject line that caught my attention: He even used a smiley
face. Next, collect data on email marketing performance from your email marketing service provider so you
can figure out how you can improve performance. Purchase your new product? Most mobile email apps show
the opening line. Why do I say this? As I explained above, however, the from line seems to have a higher level
of impact on whether or not the email gets opened in the first place. Write for the Web Writing email
marketing copy is similar to writing web copy. Discuss relevant content As you just saw from the research
above, people also unsubscribe from emails if they think the content is irrelevant. Breaking news is something
your subscribers would want to hear immediately. Let Readers Get to Know You Another aspect of
personalization is letting subscribers know who you are. Reminder emails are here to help you! I genuinely
needed and wanted the response of my readers. Know your readers so well that you can empathize with their
struggles. Make sure people benefit from reading your emails. Customers are quick to unsubscribe, and you
could be landing yourself in hot water as a result. And if people are sharing, then people are reading. Email
subject lines need to attract attention, just like headlines do. Challenge yourself to cut your text by half next
time you edit. I also suggest speaking in second person and using you when speaking to readers. Here are a
few examples of how different industries segment their list: A nursery will email its residential customers
about new spring plantings and its commercial customers about availability of bulk mulch. Getting ready to
send your next email blast and wondering what you can do to improve your results? Week in week out, you
have to prove your value to your email subscribers. Aesop Do you have an email marketing crush? Starbucks
Give people a good reason to engage with your emails! You should be honored that people have opted into
your list and are happy to receive your messages. Write a good subject line. And it is Aesop! Another enticing
way to encourage opens for your newsletter is a time-sensitive subject line. Use power words. You need to
understand not everyone will read every word of your content. Tickle the information gap, or violate the
information gap. And whether you are a marketing rock star or a total newbie â€” it is always good to learn
from the best email marketing campaigns in order to improve your own content. Learning how to create an
effective email campaign is only the first step to email marketing mastery. I gain their attention by drawing
upon a shared experience. I've worked in small Emails that include videos have  For an example of an email
subject line done right, check out this example from Mark Manson: 2. Should they read an article on your
website? However, it is really hard to find good email marketing campaign examples as you usually need to be
subscribed to an email list. Pictures of faces can elicit the emotions shown on those faces or direct the gaze
towards a CTA.


